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peter davison addressed the esalen 2011 international
summer seminar, titled "step into the light." his lecture
was called "the shamanic origins of the psychedelic
movement." can you see the connection between the
psychedelic movement and the new dark age? peter
davison spent his early life as a scientist, who worked for
nasa at johnson space center, in houston, texas. he
earned his ph.d. at rice university. his ph. thesis was
entitled "ultrasonic phase modulation of the
thermoregulatory system." he became an associate
professor of physiology at baylor college of medicine.
peter davison began writing books, first about his days in
nasa, and then about spirituality and shamanism. his first
book, published in 1976, was called "the search for
wonder: a physical and metaphysical voyage." davison
became involved with the esalen institute in 1979. he
and his wife deborah left their family home to become
part of the esalen community. for the next 10 years
davison wrote about his work as a student of shamanism.
he also started a new spin-off called "spiritual
dimensions." in 1989, he published "light of the soul:
seeing through the prism of shamana consciousness." he
also began teaching at the esalen institute. he is now a
vice president of the institute and works with a variety of
esalen volunteer programs. the rise of the counter
culture & its influence on society in general is a very
different story and one without a short history. the story
gets much clearer after the 1960’s with the rise of sgt.
pepper, it’s all part of a story that has been carefully
crafted by the powers that be over a period of time and
orchestrated exactly as planned. looking back from 1962
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we can see that what we’re witnessing now, is nothing
less than an all-out attack on fundamental principles of
human society itself. it can be seen as the rise of a new
dark age, and it’s the advent of a new kind of totalitarian
age, a bloodless kind of evolution. it’s all about the
development of a new form of the great lie through ritual
abuse and multiculti, which has created a new dark age
in which the global predators are now free to do anything
they want to anyone else. its all about the creation of a
new animal kingdom in which the human or humanoid
animals are the lowest form of life. we’ve now seen the
end of humanism in the form of the philosophy of
intelligent design, where animalistic social order is held
as being “perfect”. this includes the rise of zog and the
new age movement in the west, as well as the mass
lowering of resistance, and the rise of a complete
totalitarian police state which masquerades as a
republic.
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but the cia, under the tutelage of allen dulles (who later
worked for the john birch society and had ties to the john

birch society that was in essence the anti-communist
counter culture), never considered the use of lsd in an
official capacity, and also never saw the potential for a

full blown counter culture, based on the psychedelic
experience. they were just conned into giving millions of

young people lsd and then telling them that it was
dangerous. then the government began to quietly, and
illegally, use the government-controlled media, such as
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television, to distribute this lsd. with that kind of media
bombardment of the public, lsd became part of modern

culture, and was never eradicated. even today, there is a
massive underground industry manufacturing and selling

lsd. the leaders of the cia and the united states
government, under the leadership of allen dulles (13),
who was very much like aldous huxley, did have some

awareness of this potential, but decided to let the
masses, and the media, carry on with the initial

nonsense that had been promoted. (they also began to
promote the anti-communist, and pro-capitalist, ideology
that the cia was hoping to promote in order to turn the
masses against the communists, which aldous huxley
outlined in brave new world). shortly after the vietnam
war, the cia had the foresight to have many plants such

as lsd refined for military use. the cia then began to push
it on the american public as a military drug (15). they did

this for several reasons, including the fact that it was
easier to program people while they were in a very

susceptible and suggestible state. the government-run
media, such as newspapers, television, and radio, were
pushing on the american public the idea that the use of

lsd was dangerous, and that it was illegal, and were
promoting the idea that you could not get a prescription
for it. this gave the cia the cover they needed to push

the drug on the public as a military drug. this idea is very
similar to the way the cia began to push the anti-

communist, and pro-capitalist ideology. aldous huxley
wrote about this in his book the devils advocate.
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